AIR TRAVEL FEDERAL SUBSIDIES
"MONTANA SENATORS FIGHT TO KEEP RURAL AIR SERVICE FUNDS"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 4

CATTLE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
"BEEFIER PAYCHECKS: CATTLE PRODUCERS GETTING RECORD PRICES: CANADIAN BORDER CLOSED TO LIVE ANIMALS; BOXED BEEF ALLOWED SOUTH SOON"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 AUG 29

DAMS--MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP
"NORTHWESTERN PROTECTS MILLTOWN CLEANUP"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 18

DRUG POLICIES
"STATES FAVORING ALTERNATIVES TO TOUGH DRUG POLICIES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 18

EDUCATION - MONTANA SPECIAL EDUCATION
"STATE EDUCATION SUBJECT OF SERIES"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEPT 2

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SCHOOLS
"DISTRICT LAGS ON FEDERAL STANDARDS"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 2

ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES UNIVERSAL SYSTEM BENEFIT FUNDS PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS - MONTANA
"HIGHER UTILITY BILLS MAY PUT CRUNCH ON ENERGY ASSISTANCE: GROUP HOPES TO PRY MORE AID MONEY FROM SPECIAL FUND WHERE USB CASH COMES FROM AND GOES: HOW USB MONEY IS SPENT"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 24

ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"I TELL YOU WE'VE GOT A BRIGHT FUTURE' INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 17

"KEY DATES IN MONTANA'S UTILITY HISTORY"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEPT 17

"MONTANA ANALYSTS: SHORT NORTHWESTERN VOTE A SIGN OF WEAKNESS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 28

"MONTANA WANTS SAY IN NWC'S BANKRUPTCY"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 18

"SHAREHOLDERS MIXED ON NWC STOCK PLAN"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 AUG 30
ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES - ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION ENERGY SUPPLY
"STRESSED WESTERN ELECTRICITY GRID RAISES HARD QUESTIONS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 19

ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES - STOCK EXCHANGE
"NWC GETS ANOTHER DELISTING WARNING"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEPT 10

ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES - UNIVERSAL SYSTEM BENEFIT FUNDS
"INDUSTRY SPENDS USB MONEY ON ITS OWN PLANTS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 24

EMINENT DOMAIN COAL MINING - MONTANA
"MARTZ PUSHING EMINENT DOMAIN FOR OTTER CREEK POWER LINES"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEPT 18

ENERGY ASSISTANCE - ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"NORTHWESTERN OFFERS UTILITY AID FOR NEEDY"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 28

ENERGY ASSISTANCE - ENERGY COSTS
"STATE'S POOR ARE FACING HEFTY INCREASES IN WINTER UTILITY BILLS, TRIGGERING NEED FOR AID"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 28

ENERGY COSTS - ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"NORTHWESTERN SET TO DECREASE RATES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 30

"PPL PUSHED FOR CHEAPER POWER: STATE'S CONSUMER COUNSEL SAYS UTILITY IS ABUSING ITS NEAR-MONOPOLY STATUS"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2003 SEPT 2

"BANKRUPTCY FILING HELPS ENERGY PLANT IN PLANNING STAGE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEPT 18

"BANKRUPTCY FILING HELPS ENERGY PLANT IN PLANNING STAGE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEPT 18

ENERGY SUPPLY - ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"CITY MULLS LEAP INTO ELECTRICITY: LAWTON PROPOSES PUBLIC UTILITY FOR GREAT FALLS"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 20

"PPL UNDER FIRE BY STATE REGULATORS"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 2

"REACTION TO CITY UTILITY PROPOSAL MIXED"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 22

"STATE OFFICIALS DISAPPOINTED, NOT SURPRISED"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEPT 17
ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS MINING INDUSTRIES MINING--MONTANA
"FOREST SERVICE MULLS RESPONSE TO MINE APPEAL"; MISSOULIAN; 2003 AUG 26

FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS TELECOMMUNICATIONS EMPLOYMENT - MONTANA
"FEDS OK $1.5M AID TO TA WORKERS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE COM; 2003 AUG 29

FEDERAL SUBSIDIES FARMS - MONTANA - AGRICULTURE
"FARM SUBSIDIES IN 2002 TALLIED $262m"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 10

FIRE FIGHTING
"LAWMAKERS ASK FOR AUDIT OF YEAR'S FIRE FIGHTING EXPENSES"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 9

FOREST FIRES
"FOREST SERVICE CHIEF CALLS FOR NEW WAY TO FUND FIREFIGHTING AT MONTANA FIRE CAMP"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEPT 2

FORESTS FOREST MANAGEMENT
"ACTIVIST'S 'COOKIE' STOLEN, BLM SPOKESWOMAN SAYS"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 4

FOSTER CARE
"MONTANA FALLS SHORT OF NATIONAL FOSTER CARE STANDARDS"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2003 SEP 7

GAME FARMS REFERENDUM AND INITIATIVE
"FEDERAL JUDGE UPHOLDS MONTANA GAME FARM INITIATIVE"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 18

GOVERNORS POLITICAL PARTIES
"TWO MORE ENTER RACE FOR GOVERNOR"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 10

HEALTH CARE COSTS MEDICAID
"MEDICAID COSTS PLAGUE STATES"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEP 17

INDIAN AFFAIRS - WATER RIGHTS - MONTANA
"FLATHEAD RESERVATION WATER TALKS TO RESTART"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEP 17

INSTITUTIONS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - MONTANA BUDGET - MONTANA
"FRAGILE LIVES, HARD DECISIONS: EASTMONT CLOSURE A BITTER PILL: 'POLITICALLY EASY' MOVE SHOWS DISREGARD FOR PROFOUNDLY RETARDED ADULTS, OFFICIALS SAY
GLENDIVE LOSES CITIZENS AND 97 JOBS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 7

INSTITUTIONS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - MONTANA MENTAL ILLNESS
"HOSPITAL PUSHED BEYOND CAPACITY: PATIENT INFUX DUE TO MENTAL HEALTH
CUTS PUTS WARM SPRINGS OUT OF COMFORT ZONE"; MONTANA STANDARD; 2003 SEP 7

JAILS - MONTANA PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
"COUNTY TO DIVERT FUNDING FOR POOR TO REGIONAL JAIL"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE;
2003 AUG 20

JAILS - MONTANA ROADS
"LINCOLN COUNTY TO USE ROAD MONEY FOR JAIL WORK: REMODELING A STOPGAP
EFFORT TOWARD BUILDING NEW FACILITY"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2003 AUG 24

LAWS - MONTANA CRIME
"NEW LAWS TAKE EFFECT OCTOBER 1"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEP 15

MEDICARE PRESCRIPTION DRUGS - RURAL HEALTH CARE
"REPORT EXAMINES MEDICARE DRUG PLANS IN RURAL AREAS"; INDEPENDENT
RECORD; 2003 SEPT 2

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES – MONTANA INSTITUTIONS
"MAJOR CHANGES AT THE STATE'S LAST INSTITUTION FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED";
INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 9

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - MENTAL ILLNESS BUDGET - MONTANA
"NEW BUDGET GIVE STATE'S MENTALLY ILL MORE FUNDS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003
SEP 1

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - MONTANA
"NEW FIGURES GIVE STATE'S MENTALLY ILL MORE FUNDS"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003
SEPT 2

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES - MONTANA INSTITUTIONS MENTAL ILLNESS
"PATIENTS OVERFLOW AT STATE HOSPITAL"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 9

MINING - MONTANA PARKS - MONTANA LAND USE
"MINNESOTA DEVELOPER SEEKS BUYOUT OF SWEET GRASS HILLS MINING INTEREST";
INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 4

NATURAL GAS ENERGY SUPPLY
"BUSH OFFICIALS: WEST KEY TO NATURAL GAS FIX"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEP
15
NATURAL RESOURCES PROPERTY RIGHTS
"WATER USERS SKEPTICAL OF SAMPLING PROGRAM"; MILES CITY STAR; 2003 AUG 22

OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION
"FRONT DRILLING BATTLEGROUNDB: CHOTEAU FEELS HEAT OF NATIONAL DEBATE"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 SEP 7

PROPERTY RIGHTS SUPREME COURT - MONTANA
"SUPREME COURT REJECTS ACCESS FOR MDU TO PRIVATE LANDS"; BIG SKY BUSINESS JOURNAL; 2003 AUG 15

PROPERTY TAX - MONTANA PROPERTY ASSESSMENT - MONTANA
"PROPERTY TAX FAIRNESS QUESTIONED"; DAILY INTERLAKE; 2003 SEP 7

PROPERTY TAX MONTANA - UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"STATE TAX PROTESTS HIT $20M: FOUR COMPANIES JOIN PPL MONTANA, PUTTING SCHOOLS, COUNTIES, AND STATE IN FISCAL BIND"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 SEP 10

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSIONS - MONTANA ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRIES
"PSC: INFORMATION COULD HELP MONTANA CONSUMERS"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 17

"PSC TO INVESTIGATE NORTHEASTERN FINANCES"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 20

"PSC WILL CONTINUE INVESTIGATION OF NWC"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEPT 18

REDISTRICTING - MONTANA LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS VOTING PRECINCTS
"COUNTY ADOPTS NEW DISTRICTS"; CHOTEAU ACANTHA; 2003 AUG 20

"COUNTY VOTING PRECINCTS HAVE CHANGED"; RANGER REVIEW; 2003 AUG 17

"GLACIER COUNTY VOTERS NOW SPLIT BETWEEN THREE HOUSE DISTRICTS, TWO SENATE DISTRICTS"; PIONEER PRESS; 2003 AUG 20

RIVERS - RECREATIONAL USE PROPERTY RIGHTS
"SMITH RIVER RULES SET FOR LANDOWNERS"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 SEP 5

SALVAGE LOGGING ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS - FOREST MANAGEMENT
"ENVIRONMENTALISTS SAY THEY'LL FIGHT EVERY EFFORT TO LOG BURNED AREAS"; RAVALLI REPUBLIC; 2003 SEPT 2

SCHOOLS EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS
"CONFUSION SURROUNDS TEST SCORES"; MISSOULIAN; 2003 SEP 15
SMOKING LAW AND LEGISLATION PUBLIC BUILDINGS - LOCAL GOVERNMENT
"AMA TO WEIGH IN ON HB 758: BATTLE OVER SMOKING IN PUBLIC PLACES DRAWING MORE ATTENTION"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 AUG 28

STATE EMPLOYEES SALARIES - UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
"U-SYSTEM WORKERS NEX OFFER"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 AUG 30

TIMBER INDUSTRIES - LUMBER INDUSTRIES
"PLUM CREEK PREDICTS LOCAL MISS CLOSURES AS ONLY TEMPORARY"; TOBACCO VALLEY NEWS; 2003 SEP 4

UNIVERSITIES BUDGET--MONTANA
"MARTZ URGED TO PROVIDE TUITION RELIEF: TUITION AT MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY IS GOING UP 12.25 PERCENT THIS YEAR AND 12/25 PERCENT NEXT YEAR"; BOZEMAN DAILY CHRONICLE; 2003 SEP 6

VOTING PRECINCTS LOCAL GOVERNMENT MONTANA
"COMMISSIONERS CHANGE LOCAL PRECINCT BOUNDARIES"; GLASGOW COURIER; 2003 AUG 27

WATER QUALITY WATER SUPPLY INDIAN AFFAIRS--MONTANA
"REGIONAL WATER PROJECT TO BREAK GROUND: OPENING PHASE OF DRY PRAIRIE WORK TO SUPPLY FROID AREA TRIBE TO HOLD GROUNDBREAKING NEXT MONTH"; GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE; 2003 AUG 27

WATER RIGHTS - MONTANA
"STATE AGREES WELLS HARMLESS, ISSUES PERMIT"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 2

WELFARE - MONTANA WELFARE CUTS BUDGET MONTANA
"STATE OFFICIALS TOUT WELFARE-BUDGET SAVINGS: NORMAL SPIKE IN APPLICATIONS EXPECTED IN OCTOBER"; BILLINGS GAZETTE; 2003 AUG 23

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
"WOLF PLANS NEARLY READY FOR STUDY"; INDEPENDENT RECORD; 2003 SEPT 4